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Defensive
Measures       

JAMES F. RYAN

As most of our readers undoubtedly know, the American Chemical Soci-
ety publishes Today’s Chemist at Work magazine in one of the leading
terrorist target cities, Washington, DC. Those of us who write the words

and design the pages come each day to the ACS headquarters building at 16th
and M streets, four blocks north of the White House. From time to time, we’ve
seen diplomatic motorcades, demonstrations for international causes such as
the Falun Gong, and phalanxes of news cameras set up to record the wisdom
of both presidential aspirants and their detractors.

Lately, new sights and sounds assail us. Military jets fly almost constantly
overhead, and it is not unusual to see SWAT team police officers about with
automatic weapons. Even if memories of the 9/11 Pentagon and World Trade
Center attacks have slightly muted, there can be no doubt to those of us living
here that we are under threat of further attack. Unfortunately, these watch-
tower and routine patrol defenses, obvious and necessary as they are, don’t
help in the case of insidious attack such as dirty bombs and bioterror weapons.
For help in warning us about these possible assaults, we need good analytical
chemistry, and in fact, we’re probably getting more than we realize.

In its December 24, 2002, edition, The Washington Post reported that late
in 2001, a provisional defense against nuclear terrorism was deployed around
the capital. Called “Ring Around Washington”, the system placed a grid of radi-
ation sensors around the Beltway and at other selected river and road
approach points. There were apparently also mobile sensors as well, and of course
the entire system was backed by elite combat troops ready to move in when
an alert sounded. Unfortunately, the system was subject to too many false
positives from medical waste and background emissions and has been shut down
for now. But for my tax money, it was a good start.

On a more successful note, The New York Times reported on January 22 that
biowarfare environmental monitors have been deployed in New York City and
are being rolled out in other parts of the nation. These systems essentially piggy-
back on the 3000 ambient air monitors that the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency has deployed for decades to monitor ozone and particulates. Each device
collects samples that can be analyzed in 12 to 24 hours, using polymerase
chain reaction DNA amplification techniques, for nucleotides indicative of anthrax,
smallpox, and other toxins. Faster and cheaper analytical instruments are
being developed to provide indications of toxins in real time, but to date, these
handheld instruments are susceptible to an unacceptable number of positive
responses. 

If you think about it, many of us have (and all of us should have) person-
al analytical instruments in our homes now. Smoke detectors conduct particu-
late analysis by either back-scattered light or measurement of electrical
current changes in an Americium ionization source. Carbon monoxide detec-
tors typically employ a solid-state sensor that accumulates CO and then purges
itself to resample on a periodic basis. But analytical instruments they are.

U.S. Department of Homeland Security officials recommend that we prepare
for attacks in the United States by buying plastic sheeting and duct tape to
make safe rooms in our homes. Personally, I’d rather have a warning system in
place. I’ll take a good analytical chemist or an automated instrument over duct
tape any day. ◆


